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ABSTRACT

We study the properties of powerful X-ray flares from 161 pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars observed with the
Chandra X-ray Observatory in the OrionNebula region. Relationships between flare properties, protoplanetary disks,
and accretion are examined in detail to test models of star-disk interactions at the inner edge of the accretion disks.
Previous studies found no differences in flaring between disk-free and accreting systems other than a small overall
diminution of X-ray luminosity in accreting systems. The most important finding is that X-ray coronal extents in fast-
rotating disk-free stars can significantly exceed the Keplerian corotation radius, whereas X-ray loop sizes in disky and
accreting systems do not exceed the corotation radius. This is consistent withmodels of star-diskmagnetic interaction
in which the inner disk truncates and confines the PMS stellar magnetosphere. We also find two differences between
flares in accreting and disk-free PMS stars. First, a subclass of superhot flares with peak plasma temperatures exceed-
ing 100MK are preferentially present in accreting systems. Second, we tentatively find that accreting stars produce
flares with shorter durations. Both results may be consequences of the distortion and destabilization of the stellar
magnetosphere by the interacting disk. Finally, we find no evidence that any flare types, even slow-rise top-flat flares,
are produced in star-disk magnetic loops. All are consistent with enhanced solar long-duration events with both foot-
points anchored in the stellar surface.

Subject headinggs: open clusters and associations: individual (Orion Nebula Cluster) — planetary systems:
protoplanetary disks — stars: flare — stars: magnetic fields — stars: preYmain-sequence —
X-rays: stars

1. INTRODUCTION

A broad consensus has emerged in the past decade concerning
the structure and astrophysics of pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars.
The angular momentum inherited from the collapsing interstellar
material is mostly distributed into a rapidly rotating protostar, a
Keplerian protoplanetary disk, and frequently the orbital motion
of multiple stellar components. The young star interacts with its
disk in a complex fashion, with accretion and ejection of colli-
mated outflow. It is widely believed that strong magnetic fields
generated within the young star mediate this star-disk interaction,
truncating the disk and funneling accretion onto limited portions
of the stellar surface. These issues are developed in a variety of
reviews (e.g., Hartmann 1998; Bouvier et al. 2007; Bouvier &
Appenzeller 2007).

It has been difficult, however, to elucidate in detail the nature
of the PMS stellar magnetospheres and their role in facilitating
star-disk interactions and accretion. Well-developed analytical
theory assumes that a dipolar field extends to several stellar radii
where the Keplerian orbits and stellar fields are in corotation, that
it interacts with the disk magnetic field, and that it guides ac-
cretion both onto the surface and into a high-velocity collimated
outflow (e.g., Shu et al. 1994; Lovelace et al. 1995). However,
considerable evidence has emerged that the magnetic fields on
the surfaces of PMS stars are concentrated in complex multipolar
active regions similar to those on the Sun, rather than forming a
simple dipolar. This emerges from photometric imaging, Doppler

imaging, circular polarization, and spectroscopyof Zeeman-sensitive
lines from PMS photospheres (e.g., Daou et al. 2006; Yang et al.
2007; Johns-Krull 2007; Donati et al. 2007). Recently, theoret-
ical efforts have begun to calculate the resulting complex PMS
magnetosphere and accretion process (Jardine et al. 2006; Gregory
et al. 2006b; Long et al. 2007).

X-ray studies are a potentially useful tool for investigating these
issues. It has long been known that late-type stars exhibit their
highest levels of X-ray emission, arisingmostly from violentmag-
netic reconnection events, during their PMS phase (see, e.g., re-
views by Feigelson & Montmerle 1999; Feigelson et al. 2007).
Recent X-ray surveys of nearby PMS stellar populations give
detailed insights into PMS magnetic flaring; these include the
Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman et al. 2005)
and the XMM-Newton Extended Survey of Taurus (XEST; Güdel
et al. 2007). Astrophysical study of the properties of individual
flares and statistical study of many flares, from both the COUP
and XEST observations, reveal that most events are similar to
solar magnetic flaring, but with X-ray luminosities enhanced by
a factor of 103Y105 in intensity (e.g., Favata et al. 2005; Wolk
et al. 2005; Flaccomio et al. 2005; Stassun et al. 2006;Maggio et al.
2007; Caramazza et al. 2007; Arzner et al. 2007; Stelzer et al. 2007;
Franciosini et al. 2007).

The decay of PMSX-ray flares on timescales of 103Y105 s has
proven particularly amenable to astrophysical modeling. One fa-
vored model, developed by Reale et al. (1997) and extensively
applied to solar and stellar X-ray flares, considers X-rays produced
by thermal plasma at T � 107 K confined in a cylindrical loop
and cooled by radiation and conduction, but subject to possible
reheating by later magnetic reconnection events. Using suchmod-
els, inferences can be made concerning magnetic fields responsi-
ble for the flare, including loop length and magnetic field strength.
For the most powerful PMS flares, inferred loop lengths reach
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4Y20 R?, which is comparable to the expected inner edges of
protoplanetary disks (Favata et al. 2005).4 Thus, X-ray flaring
potentially probes the region of star-disk interaction. Links are
also emerging between other features of PMS X-ray emission,
such as the statistical suppression of flares in accreting systems,
the rotational modulation of X-rays, and models of multipolar
PMS magnetospheres (Gregory et al. 2006a, 2007).

The present study extends the analysis of powerful flares from
COUP made by Favata et al. (2005). They modeled 32 flares
using a traditional technique of time-resolved spectroscopy. In
Getman et al. (2008, hereafter Paper I ) and Getman et al. (2006),
we introduce a more sensitive data analysis method based on
adaptively smoothed median energies, which permits modeling
of 216 COUP flares. This sample is large enough to permit new
investigation of possible links between flaring, PMS magneto-
spheres, and protoplanetary disks. Here, we present observational
evidence that X-rayYemitting coronal structures are in fact trun-
cated by inner disks around the Keplerian corotation radius, just
as predicted by the PMS theoretical models outlined above. We
also report a variety of other results, both positive and negative,
linking magnetic flare properties to the presence or absence of
disks.

The paper is organized as follows. Preliminary work and re-
covery of some established results are given in x 2. The main
results of our study appear in the following four sections: the
absence of strong links between some flare properties and disks
(x 3), clear evidence that PMS magnetospheres do not extend

beyond disk inner edges (x 4), and possible relations between
superhot flares, accretion, and non-dipolar magnetic fields (xx 5
and 6). Discussion follows in x 7. Readers are encouraged to con-
sult Paper I for details on the selection, modeling, and properties
of the 216 COUP flares discussed here.

2. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

2.1. Disks and Accretion Indicators

We follow a well-established path in defining the presence of
disks and accretion in PMS stars. The Ks-[3.6]-[4.5] color-color
diagram in Figure 1 shows 98 sources with available IR photom-
etry (both�(H � Ks) and ½3:6� � ½4:5�; see Table 4 of Paper I).
This diagram is known to provide good discrimination between
Class I (protostellar), Class II (classical T Tauri), and Class III
(weak-lined T Tauri) systems (e.g., Hartmann et al. 2005). The
reddening vector of AV � 30 mag for a disk-free Vega-like spec-
trum assuming the reddening law of Mathis (1990) demarcates
the locus of Class III objects (on the left) from the Class II and
Class I systems (on the right). All 98 COUP objects, except for
three with color ½3:6� � ½4:5� > 0:5, have inferred X-ray column
densities log NH < 22:3 cm�2 (Table 4 of Paper I ). For normal
interstellar gas-to-dust ratios, this corresponds to a visual absorp-
tion of <10Y12 mag (Vuong et al. 2003), and thus to a limiting
color of ½3:6� � ½4:5� < 0:2 for Class III objects. Several stars to
the left of the reddening vector and with ½3:6� � ½4:5� color in ex-
cess of 0.2 may be systems with either higher photometric errors
and/or special reddening conditions in their individual star-disk
systems. Nevertheless, the rough mid-infrared (MIR) color cri-
terion of ½3:6� � ½4:5� ¼ 0:2 effectively discriminates between
Class III and Class II systems, and we use this as our main MIR
disk indicator. A few COUP sources with Ks � ½3:6� � 2 may be

4 Recall, however, that the vast majority of weaker PMS flares arise in mag-
netic loops no larger than the star (e.g., Imanishi et al. 2003; Wolk et al. 2005;
Franciosini et al. 2007).

Fig. 1.—Disk indicators Ks � ½3:6� vs. ½3:6� � ½4:5� color-color diagram for 98 COUP sources with available infrared photometry. For 59 sources �(H � Ks) <
�0:06 mag, indicating no inner disk, while for 39 sources (marked by crosses)�(H � Ks) > �0:06 mag, indicating an inner disk. A reddening vector of AV � 30 mag
is shown by the gray arrow. The wavy gray line roughly discriminates between stars with and without a MIR excess from a circumstellar disk. Typical errors on
Ks � ½3:6� are 0.02 mag, while errors on ½3:6� � ½4:5� are shown as gray bars.
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Class I or transitionalClass I/II systems.One of them,COUP570,
is classified as a 0/ Ib protostellar candidate in Prisinzano et al.
(2008).

A �(H � Ks) near-infrared (NIR) excess is an indicator of a
heated inner dusty circumstellar disk. It is measured from the red-
dening vector on the J � H versus H � Ks diagram of COUP
sources (e.g., Fig. 5a in Favata et al. 2005), adopting photospheric
colors associatedwith PMS stars at age 1Myr using the models of
Siess et al. (2000) and considering a reddening vector applied to
0.1M� stars. Only four sources in our sample have massesM <
0:2 M�, but 40 have 0:2M� < M < 0:4M�. In order to allow
better discrimination of inner disks, we can relax the criterion
�(H � Ks) ¼ 0mag to a value in the range from�1 to�0.06mag,
which corresponds to reddening vectors in the range of 0.2Y0.4M�.

Using this NIR color excess measure, we find that a criterion
of �(H� Ks) ¼ �0:06mag is a good discriminator between disk-
free and disky stars established with the MIR color criterion of
½3:6� � ½4:5� ¼ 0:2; of sources classified as Class III using this
MIR color criterion, 95% are also Class III using our NIR color
criterion (Fig. 1). About 17 stars are classified as Class II systems
using MIR colors, but as Class III using NIR colors; these sys-
tems likely have evolved disks with inner holes.

Discrimination between accreting and nonaccreting objects em-
ploys the equivalent width of the IR 8542 8 Ca ii line, EW(Ca ii),
measured from low-resolution spectroscopy byHillenbrand (1997).
In Figure 2, we adopt the classification criterion used by Flaccomio
et al. (2003): stars with the line in emission and EW(Ca ii) <
�1 8 are accretors, while stars with the line in absorption and
EW(Ca ii) > 1 8 are considered to be nonaccretors. Stars with
intermediate values�1 8 < EW(Ca ii) < 18 have an indetermi-
nate classification. Figure 2 shows that this EW(Ca ii) accretion
indicator agrees in most cases with the �(H � Ks) NIR inner-

disk indicator: inner-disk photometric excess is seen in 15 of the
19 accretors, and no photometric excess is seen in 32 of the
41 nonaccretors. COUP flaring sources with their conservatively
chosen EW(Ca ii) < �2 8 will henceforth be classified in the
text as high accretors.5

Recall that photometric and inferred properties (such as age,
mass, and rotation) for these COUP stars are tabulated by Getman
et al. (2005), while tables in Paper I present various observed and
inferred stellar and flare quantities. Tables 1 and 2 of the cur-
rent paper give general statistical properties of those quantities.
They also provide probabilitiesPK-S from two-sample univariate
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests that compare the distributions
of various quantities in disk-free and disky stars. Significant disk
effects may be present when PK-SP0:05. This is relevant for
such quantities as rotational period, Keplerian corotation radius,
peak flare plasma temperature, coronal loop size relative to stel-
lar radius, and X-ray coronal extent relative to corotation radius.

2.2. Disks and Stellar Rotation

Using our sample of X-rayYbright COUP stars, we confirm
the well-established result that Orion Nebula Cluster PMS stars
with disks rotate more slowly than those without disks (e.g.,
Herbst et al. 2002; Rebull et al. 2006). Our rotational periods are
obtained from published sources, but our MIR photometry was
derived independently from Spitzer Space Telescope data, as

Fig. 2.—Inner-disk indicator�(H � Ks) vs. accretion indicator from the 8542 8 Ca ii line for 128 flares on 96 COUP stars with available data. Symbols represent
flare morphologies: 57 typical flares (black circles), 21 step flares (red squares), 12 slow-rise top-flat flares (blue diamonds), 23 incomplete flares (brown triangles),
5 double flares (green crosses), and 10 unclassified flares (magenta triangles). The wavy gray line roughly discriminates between stars with and without an inner disk.
The wavy orange line very roughly discriminates between stars with and without accretion.

5 The association between accreting stars andMIR-excess stars in our sample
is not perfect. Four high accretors located at the outskirts of theChandra field are
not part of the MIR disk sample because they lie outside the Spitzer IRAC fields
from which we obtained MIR photometry. An additional high accretor lies pro-
jected against the infrared-bright BN/KL region, which is classified as a disk-free
star based on its ( possibly erroneous) MIR photometry. See also x 2.3 and Fig. 4.
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described in Paper I, and our classification of disky versus disk-
free stars was determined as described above.

This expected result is shown in Figure 3, where stars with
MIR disks (blue circles) and accretion (green boxes) systemat-
ically have longer periods and larger corotation radii6 than disk-
free stars (red circles). This supports the explanation that slow
PMS rotation is due to the loss of stellar angularmomentum through
magnetic star-disk interaction (see review byBouvier et al. 2007).
Table 1 shows that the rotational periods of our bright X-rayY
flaring stars are well separated, with a median of 9.0 days for
those with MIR disks compared to 3.5 days for those without
MIR disks. The rotational periods of our accreting systems are
not distinguishable from those of other stars with MIR disks.
It is useful to note that the range of COUP rotational periods of
1Y10 days corresponds to a range of corotation radii of 2Y10 R?,
with a majority of COUP stellar radii in the range 1.4Y3 R�
(Fig. 3).

2.3. Disks and Location in the Cloud

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of our stars with and
without MIR disks in the Orion Nebula region. The region is
complicated: the rich, optically bright Orion Nebula Cluster has
low absorption, and it lies in front of the two OMC 1 molecular
cloud cores as well as widely distributed molecular cloud mate-
rial, where PMS stars are highly absorbed. In the figure, the stars
are coded both by their disk properties and by their absorption, as
measured from the soft X-ray absorption in their COUP spectra
(Getman et al. 2005). The spatial distribution of the COUP stars
is further discussed by Feigelson et al. (2005) and Prisinzano
et al. (2008).

Bright flaring COUP stars with MIR disks and the highest ab-
sorption (Fig. 4a, blue circles) are largely concentrated around the
OMC-1molecular filament to the north of the Becklin-Neugebauer
star-forming region. Those with intermediate absorption have
a somewhat broader distribution centered northeast of the OMC
cloud cores. The disk-free stars in our sample are generally less
absorbed than those withMIR disks, with a dispersed spatial dis-
tribution similar to the disky stars with intermediate absorption
(Fig. 4b). For both samples, stars harboring superhot (Tobs;pk >

100 MK; see x 5) flares are localized within the northeastern part
of the cloud. The high accretors appearwidely dispersed (Fig. 4c),
but this is a selection effect; only 12 high accretors have observed
X-ray net counts above the count threshold of our flare analysis
(NC ¼ 4000 counts; see Paper I and footnote 2). The total known
population of COUP high accretors has a spatial distribution sim-
ilar to that of the bright flaring COUP MIR disk stars with inter-
mediate absorption (Fig. 4d ).

3. FLARE PROPERTIES AND PROTOPLANETARY DISKS

Paper I presents in detail our analysis of the selected COUP
flares and the derivation of flare properties used in the analysis
here, i.e., rise and decay timescales, characteristic preflare and peak
flare X-ray luminosities, peak flare plasma temperature and emis-
sion measure, flare morphology, and the length of the magnetic
loop responsible for the flare. These quantities are derived using
the astrophysical model of flare decays developed by Reale et al.
(1997). This is a single-loopmodel, and is simplistic in a number
of ways (see its limitations in xx 2.2 and 2.5 of Paper I). How-
ever, even in the case of complex flares, it is appropriate to apply
the model to a light curve segment if there is an indication for the
presence of a single dominant flaring structure (see xx 2.5 and
2.6 of Paper I ).
Adopting the model of Reale et al. (1997), Favata et al. (2005)

analyzed the strongest 32 COUP flares using the long-standing
flare analysis method of time-resolved spectroscopy (TRS). To
extend the flare sample of Favata et al. (2005), Paper I utilizes a
more sensitive technique of flare analysis, the ‘‘method of adap-
tively smoothedmedian energy’’ (MASME), introduced byGetman
et al. (2006). Instead of performing classical TRS with XSPEC
over only a few characteristic flare intervals, we employ an adap-
tively smoothed estimator of the median energy of flare counts
and count rate to infer the evolution of plasma temperature and
emissionmeasure at dozens of time points along the decay phase
of a flare. This is achieved by calibrating the median energies
and count rates to temperatures and emission measures through
simulations of high signal-to-noise spectra using column densi-
ties derived from time-integrated spectral fits (Getman et al. 2005).
The method permits modeling of flare spectra on more rapid
timescales and with weaker signals than was possible using tra-
ditional spectral fitting. Readers are encouraged to consult x 2.2
andAppendices A andB of Paper I on details of the method. The

6 Recall that Keplerian corotation radii for stars with known rotational peri-
ods P and masses M are calculated in Paper I as Rcor ¼ (GMP 2/4�2)1

=3.

Fig. 3.—Confirmation of PMS disk-rotation relationship. (a) Keplerian corotation radius scaled to stellar radius vs. stellar rotational period. (b) Keplerian corotation
radius scaled to stellar radius vs. stellar radius. Panels present results for all stars with available stellar properties (67 out of 161). Symbols indicate subsamples: stars
with MIR-excess disk stars (blue circles), without MIR disks (red crosses), uncertain disks (gray circles), and high-accretion stars with EW(Ca ii) < �2 8 (green
boxes).
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result is that Paper I characterizes 216 COUP flares, whereas
Favata et al. (2005) characterized only 32 such flares.

3.1. Disks Have No Effect on Flare Morphology

Paper I describes our qualitative classification of X-ray flares
by their light curves during the flare. The four classes are: ‘‘typ-
ical’’ flares, with the fast rises and slower decays characteristic
of most solar flares; ‘‘step’’ flares, with extra emission during the
decay attributable to a reheating or a secondary reconnection event;
‘‘double’’ flares, with two peaks suggestive of two nearly simul-
taneous reconnection events; and ‘‘slow-rise top-flat’’ (SRTF)
flares. The first three classes are commonly seen in solar flares.
For example, Figure 11 of Paper I shows solar flares with sec-

ondary events during the decay of powerful long-duration events.
Such events, scaled up by several orders of magnitude, could be
classified as step or double flares in COUP light curves.

The SRTF flares are more unusual, and one may speculate that
they may be selectively formed in certain PMS stars. For exam-
ple, they might be reconnection events associated with sheared
star-disk magnetic fields (Montmerle et al. 2000; Isobe et al.
2003) rather than events associated with field lines attached to
the star. Flare morphology is coded by different symbols in Fig-
ures 2, 6, 7, and 8.We examine here the distribution of flare types
along the abscissa measuring the strength of the accretion, NIR
inner disk, and MIR disk indicators. No pattern between flare
morphology and disk indicators is seen. In particular, SRTF flares

TABLE 1

Summary of Stellar Properties

Parameter

(1)

N

(2)

Flag

(3)

Min

(4)

Max

(5)

Median

(6)

Mean � SD

(7)

PK-S
(8)

X-RayYabsorbing Column Density (cm�2)

log (NH) (all available)................................. 161 s 20.0 22.8 21.6 21:5� 0:6 . . .

log (NH;NIRdisk) (NIR inner disk)................. 56 s 20.0 22.6 21.7 21:6� 0:6 . . .
log (NH;noNIRdisk) (no NIR inner disk) ......... 84 s 20.0 22.3 21.5 21:4� 0:6 0.09

log (NH;MIRdisk) (MIR disk) ......................... 62 s 20.0 22.8 21.8 21:7� 0:6 . . .

log (NH;noMIRdisk) (no MIR disk).................. 50 s 20.0 22.5 21.3 21:3� 0:6 0.02

Stellar Mass (M�)

M (all available)........................................... 128 s 0.2 5.0 0.7 1:0� 0:9 . . .

MNIRdisk (NIR inner disk)............................ 42 s 0.2 5.0 0.7 1:1� 1:1 . . .

MnoNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) .................... 72 s 0.2 2.3 0.6 1:0� 0:8 0.1

MMIRdisk (MIR disk) .................................... 44 s 0.2 5.0 0.7 1:1� 0:9 . . .

MnoMIRdisk (no MIR disk)............................. 42 s 0.2 2.3 0.6 1:0� 0:9 0.4

Stellar Radius (1010 cm)

R? (all available) .......................................... 130 s 4 90 18 20� 12 . . .
R?;NIRdisk (NIR inner disk) .......................... 44 s 5 90 16 19� 15 . . .

R?;noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk)................... 72 s 4 58 18 21� 11 0.5

R?;MIRdisk (MIR disk)................................... 45 s 4 32 14 17� 7 . . .

R?;noMIRdisk (no MIR disk)........................... 43 s 10 58 17 22� 12 0.3

Stellar Rotational Period (days)

P (all available)............................................ 79 s 1.1 19.5 6.5 6:7� 3:9 . . .

PNIRdisk (NIR inner disk)............................. 20 s 1.4 14.4 8.5 7:7� 2:8 . . .

PnoNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) ..................... 48 s 1.1 19.5 6.3 6:3� 4:2 0.06

PMIRdisk (MIR disk) ..................................... 24 s 5.2 14.4 9.0 8:8� 1:9 . . .

PnoMIRdisk (no MIR disk) ............................. 35 s 1.1 19.5 3.5 5:5� 4:6 <0.0001

Keplerian Corotation Radius (1010 cm)

Rcor (all available)........................................ 67 s 22 270 85 90� 47 . . .

Rcor;NIRdisk (NIR inner disk) ........................ 14 s 39 180 120 107� 39 . . .

Rcor;noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) ................ 44 s 22 270 84 87� 50 0.03

Rcor;MIRdisk (MIR disk) ................................ 21 s 54 180 98 108� 33 . . .

Rcor;noMIRdisk (no MIR disk)......................... 31 s 22 270 76 83� 55 0.007

Ratio of Corotation Radius to Stellar Radius

Rcor /R? (all available) .................................. 67 s 1.4 20.9 5.1 5:7� 3:9 . . .

(Rcor /R?)NIRdisk (NIR inner disk) ................. 14 s 3.0 16.3 7.4 8:1� 3:6 . . .
(Rcor /R?)noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) ......... 44 s 1.5 20.9 4.2 5:3� 4:0 0.01

(Rcor /R?)MIRdisk (MIR disk) ......................... 21 s 3.0 17.2 7.2 8:1� 3:6 . . .

(Rcor /R?)noMIRdisk (no MIR disk).................. 31 s 1.4 13.6 3.2 4:0� 2:7 <0.0001

Notes.—Col. (1): Parameter name. Col. (2): Number of flares (Flag=f ; see Col. [3]) or sources (Flag=s) in a sample. Col. (3): Indicates
whether this is a flare (‘‘f ’’) or source (‘‘s’’) sample. Cols. (4)Y (6): Min, max, and median values for a considered quantity’s distribution, respec-
tively. Col. (7): Mean and standard deviation for a considered quantity’s distribution. Col. (8): K-S probability for the assumption that distribu-
tions of a considered quantity in disky and disk-free stars are drawn from the same underlying distribution.
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are seen in systems both with and without MIR and NIR disks.
However, SRTF flares are not seen in high-accretion systems;
this can be an indication of a real physical effect (x 3.2) or simply
attributable to the very limited statistics of both accreting and
SRTF flare samples.

3.2. Disks Are Unrelated to Flare Energetics

We examine here whether any relationships are present be-
tween disks and quantities associated with the strength of the
X-ray flares, i.e., rise and decay timescales, peak luminosities,
and total energies in the X-ray bands.

Figures 5a and 5b show the distributions of flare rise and
decay times stratified by disk and accretion properties. There is a
hint that high accretors have systematically shorter flare time-
scales than the rest of the bright COUP flare sample. The evi-
dence is only suggestive because our sample of high accretors is
small (17 flares from 12 sources), and it is only marginally sig-
nificant when measured by a K-S test (P ¼ 0:06 when rise times
for high accretors are compared to disk-free systems). Figure 5c
shows that distributions of flare peak luminosities are indistin-
guishable for disk-free, MIR disk, and accretion disk systems.

We evaluate the total energies of each of the 216 flares as the
difference between the time-integrated flare energy ECare and the
energy from the nonflare ‘‘characteristic’’ stateEchar within the du-
ration of the flare tCare2 � tCare1. We estimate ECare � LX;pk �decay2
andEchar ¼ LX; char(tCare2 � tCare1), where theX-ray luminosity from
the characteristic state, LX; char, was taken from our TRS analysis
(Paper I). Here, Echar is systematically lower in flares from high
accretors (Fig. 5d); this is due to the shorter flare durations (above)
and lower LX; char in accreting systems.7 The latter effect is the
well-established suppression of time-integrated X-ray emission
in accreting versus nonaccreting PMS systems (Gregory et al.
2007 and references therein). Due to shorter flare timescales,
ECare in high accretors shows a somewhat narrower distribution
than that of other stars, but the difference is not statistically sig-
nificant (Fig. 5e).

Fig. 4.—Locations of subsamples of X-rayYbright flaring COUP stars plotted on the map of the OMC, derived from the velocity-integrated intensity of 13CO (Bally
et al. 1987). Symbols are coded by their X-ray absorption: log (NH) < 21 cm�2 (red ), 21 cm�2 < log (NH) < 21:5 cm�2 (green), 21:5 cm�2 < log (NH) < 22 cm�2

(magenta), and 22 cm�2 < log (NH) < 22:8 cm�2 (blue). Stars withmassesM > 2M� are outlined by yellow diamonds, while stars harboring superhot (Tobs;pk > 100MK)
flares are labeled by yellow crosses. Two small cyan boxes indicate the BN/KL and OMC-1-S regions (Grosso et al. 2005), and the cyan circle marks �1 Ori C at the center
of the Orion Nebula Cluster.

7 In our flare sample, the effect of lower LX; char in accreting systems is not
strong. A K-S test gives only a marginally significant difference (PK-S ¼ 0:1) in
LX; char between high accretors and disk-free stars. Median values of log LX; char
are 30.16 erg s�1 for disk-free stars, 30.10 erg s�1 for MIR disk stars, and
30.10 erg s�1 for high accretors.
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Amore interesting effect is seen in the ratio ECare /Echar, which
is systematically larger in high accretors than in other stars. The
median value ECare /Echar ’ 10, compared to 5 in disk-free stars
(PK-S ¼ 0:008, Fig. 5f ). In the 840 ks of the COUP observation,
a typical single bright flare with a duration of 90 ks (the median
of tCare2� tCare1 for all 216 flares) may increase the time-integrated
source X-ray luminosity 1.5Y2 times if ECare /Echar ¼ 5Y10. For a
shorter, more typicalChandra exposure, a 50 ks bright flare (<22%
of flares analyzed here have durations <50 ks) will change the

time-integrated source X-ray luminosity by a factor of 3Y5.5 if
ECare /Echar ¼ 5Y10.

Our major result here is that no difference is found in flare du-
ration, peak luminosity, and total energy between flares occur-
ring in disky and disk-free systems. However, we tentatively find
that flares from disky high accretion stars seem to be somewhat
shorter, and thus have weaker total X-ray energies, than the rest
of the analyzed flares. This tentative finding is supported by two
statistically significant findings: (1) that superhot COUP flares

Fig. 5.—(a) Cumulative distributions of flare rise timescales. (b) Cumulative distributions offlare decay timescales. (c) X-ray flare peak luminosity. (d ) Energy from
the ‘‘characteristic’’ state within flare duration time. (e) Flare energy. ( f ) Ratio of energies in flare and ‘‘characteristic’’ states. Line types indicate samples: all 216 flares
(solid gray lines), 89 flares from MIR disk stars (solid black lines), 60 disk-free stars (dotted black lines), and 17 high accretors (dashed black lines). Insets indicate
median values, and the K-S test probabilities compare disk-free stars and high accretors.
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are found to be shorter than cooler COUP flares (Paper I), and
(2) that superhot flares are preferentially present in accreting sys-
tems (x 5).

4. DISKS MAY TRUNCATE
PRE-MAIN-SEQUENCE MAGNETOSPHERES

Figures 6, 7, and 8 compare the flare loop lengths inferred
from analysis of the X-ray spectral evolution of the decay phases
(Paper I ) with our disk and accretion indicators. After careful
investigation of various measures of magnetospheric size, we
choose to examine the ratio of the coronal extent of the loop as
measured from the star center, Lþ R?, to the Keplerian corota-
tion radius Rcor, as determined by the stellar rotation rate. We are
thus less interested in the loop size measured inmeters than in the
relative sizes of the loop to the likely location of the inner edge of
the disk. This measure reduces variations associated with star mass,
age, and rotation, and focuses on the question of the relationship
between PMS disks and magnetospheres.

Figure 6 plots (Lþ R?)/Rcor against the NIR �(H � Ks) disk
indicator. The vertical lines for each flare do not represent error
bars, but are the lower and upper boundaries of the inferred loop
size ranges (Paper I ), with symbols positioned at the means of
those ranges.We find that, except for COUP 1608,8 coronal struc-
tures responsible for flares detected from a dozen sourceswithNIR
inner disks do not exceed Rcor, while coronal structures respon-
sible for�40%of flares from 43 sources without NIR inner disks

do exceed Rcor. Some of these flares in disk-free systems arise
from loops reachingk2Rcor. This pattern is present in each mor-
phological flare type (typical, step, double, and slow-rise top-
flat), as indicated by different symbols.
The same pattern is seen when (Lþ R?)/Rcor is plotted against

theMIR disk indicator ½3:6� � ½4:5� (Fig. 7) and the accretion in-
dicator EW(Ca ii) (Fig. 8). Virtually all of the flares whose in-
ferred sizes exceed the host star’s corotation radius are disk-free
and nonaccreting systems, while disky and accreting flare loops
all lie within the corotation radius. TheMIR plot adds nine flares
from five sources that were not available in the NIR plot; all of
these follow the NIR trend. Two outliers, COUP 205 and 485, are
those for which the inner part of the disk has likely been cleared
of circumstellar material ( judging from their NIR colors). Again,
the trend is strong and applicable to each morphological flare
type. The sample of stars with strong EW(Ca ii) emission (indi-
cating active accretion) is smaller than those with infrared pho-
tometric excesses, but the trend of smaller loop sizes in accreting
systems is still clearly seen.
These three figures provide strong and consistent support for

a model in which protoplanetary disks truncate PMS magneto-
spheres. We do not know of any selection effect that would have
produced this pattern in a spurious fashion. The plots in Figure 9
help to elucidate this trend. Here, the symbol colors represent the
classification of disky (blue) and disk-free (red ) stars based on
MIR colors, and only the mean value of inferred flare loop size
is shown. Recall from Figure 3 that, due to the well-established
connection between disks and rotation, corotation radii scaled to
stellar radii are systematically larger for disky than for disk-free
stars (the difference is roughly a factor of 2). This difference in

Fig. 6.—Inferred sizes of coronal flaring structures scaled to stellar corotation radii vs.Ks-excess inner-disk indicator. Results are shown for 69 flares from 56 COUP
stars with available data. Flares are labeled by corresponding COUP source numbers. Symbols distinguish flare morphologies: 32 typical flares (black circles), 14 step
flares (red squares), 7 slow-rise top-flat flares (blue diamonds), 11 incomplete flares (brown triangles), and 5 unclassified flares (magenta triangles). The wavy gray line
roughly discriminates between stars with and without an inner disk. The vertical bars represent boundaries of the ranges of inferred loop size (Paper I ), with symbols
positioned at the means of those ranges.

8 This outlier is a visual double unresolved by 2MASS, and we suspect that
the NIR photometry is unreliable. It lies outside the field of the Spitzer IRAC
images, so its MIR properties are unavailable.
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Fig. 8.—Inferred sizes of coronal flaring structures scaled to stellar corotation radii vs. 8542 8 Ca ii line accretion indicator. Results are shown for 66 flares from
53 COUP stars with available data. The wavy gray line roughly discriminates between stars with and without accretion. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.—Inferred sizes of coronal flaring structures scaled to stellar corotation radii vs. [3.6]�[4.5] MIR disk indicator. Results are shown for 63 flares from 47 COUP
stars with available data. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 6.



Rcor /R? is the major contributor to the difference in (Lþ R?)/Rcor

between the disky and disk-free stars seen in Figures 6Y8. If the loop
sizes L/R? are considered without normalization to the corotation
radii, the difference between the two classes becomes marginal.9

We thus find that X-ray coronal extents are somewhat similar
in disk-free and disky systems, but due to the well-established
fact that disk-free stars are faster rotators, the X-ray flares often
exceed the corotation radius in these systems. In contrast, X-ray
flare loops on disky stars never exceed the corotation radius, al-
though in some cases they reach the corotation radius, which is
also the likely truncation radius for the circumstellar disk. The fact
that X-ray loops of disky stars come close to but never exceed the
corotation radius supports long-standing models of star-disk mag-
netic interaction at this inner edge involving accretion, outflow
ejection, and regulation of the stellar angular momentum. The very
large loop sizes seen in all types of PMS stars point to confine-
ment by strongmagnetic fields of T Tauri stars, which, particularly
in rapidly rotating disk-free systems, are capable of withstanding
the effects of centrifugal forces (Jardine & Unruh 1999).

5. SUPERHOT FLARES AND DISKS

Paper I describes the selection of 73 of the 216 COUP flares as
‘‘superhot,’’ with peak plasma temperatures Tpkk 100MK. Sim-
ilar flares have been occasionally reported in other PMS systems,
such as the disk-free binary PMS star systemV773 Tau observed
withASCA (Tsuboi et al. 1998), two embedded young systems in
the NGC 2264 star-forming region (Simon & Dahm 2005), and
about half of the COUP flares studied by Favata et al. (2005).
However, here we have a sufficiently rich sample to study super-
hot PMS flares as a class. This is made possible by the large Orion
population, the unusually long COUP exposure, and our new
highly sensitive flare analysis techniques.

There is some concern that the Chandra telescope cannot dis-
cern differences in plasma temperatures above �100 MK due to
the rapid decline in mirror reflectivity above �8 keV. However,
we explain in detail in Appendix B of Paper I and in the Appendix
below that, when high-signal flares are considered, discrimina-
tions between 100 andk200 MK peak temperatures, as well as
betweenP100 andk100 MK, are possible using the median en-

ergy as a temperature indicator (ourMASME technique described
in Paper I). We argue thatk200 MK superhot peak temperatures
were missed by the more traditional time-resolved spectroscopy
techniques.
To check on the applicability of the Reale model to unusually

large and hot loops, a detailed time-dependent hydrodynamic sim-
ulation was applied to a typical superhot flare of COUP source
1343, which has an observed peak flare temperature of a few to
several hundredMKand associated coronal flaring structureswith
derived sizes of �1012 cm (x 4.1 in Favata et al. 2005). Themodel
achieved a peak temperature of�200 MK and matched both the
observed flare spectrum and the light curve. The loop plasma was
heated rapidly to �200 MK on a timescale of 1 hr. This was fol-
lowed by explosive chromospheric evaporation, with chromospheric
plasma reaching the loop apex on a similar timescale of 1 hr, and
by the decay phase from the near-equilibrium state governed by
conduction and radiation cooling processes on a timescale of a
few to several hr.
Table 2 shows that the flare peak temperatures of stars with

MIR disks are systematically higher than peak temperatures for
stars without MIR disks at high statistical significance (PK-S ¼
0:9%). It is not clear why the effect is not seen in K-band-excess
systems. Figure 10a shows that this effect is even more promi-
nent when disk-free stars are compared to high-accretion stars, as
based on the Ca ii emission line indicator for accretion. Flares from
MIR-excess disk stars (Fig. 10, solid black line) are hotter on av-
erage than those from nondisk stars (dotted line), while among
flares from disk stars, those from high accretors (dashed line) are
the hottest. As a consequence, high accretors have the largest frac-
tion of superhot (Tobs;pk > 100 MK) flares, at 53%; stars with
MIR disks have 40%, and disk-free stars have 27%. The effect of
systematically hotter flares in disk stars and high accretors becomes
even more prominent (at a significance level of PK-S ¼ 0:02%)
when only flares fromM < 2M� stars are considered (Fig. 10b).
Even when uncertainties on individual values of Tobs;pk (which
can be large for very high temperatures; see Appendix B in
Paper I ) are taken into account through Monte Carlo simula-
tions, this significance level does not exceed PK-S ¼ 1:5%.10

9 To avoid observational bias of Class III stars toward higher R?, we restrict
the flare sample to stars with stellar radii in the rangeR? ¼ 1Y3R�. This gives the
following results. The K-S test shows no statistical difference (PK-S ¼ 0:2) in L/R?

between Class II and Class III.Median values of L/R? ¼ 3:2 (2:4) for Class II ( III )
suggest that L/R? for Class II stars is 1.3 times larger than for Class III.

Fig. 9.—Coronal extents of analyzed flaring structures vs. (a) stellar rotational period, (b) loop size normalized to stellar radius, and (c) stellar mass. Symbols are the
same as in Fig. 3.

10 For each of the flare samples (disk-free, disky, and high-accretion), we sim-
ulated and compared 10,000 temperature distributions, with individual tempera-
ture values randomly drawn fromGaussian distributions with a mean equal to the
measured Tobs;pk , and variance as an average error as reported in Appendix B of
Paper I.We find that 50%, 68%, and 90% of 10,000 resulting significance levels
from theK-S tests between disk-free vs. disky and disk-free vs. high-accretion com-
parisons do not exceed values of PK-S ¼ 0:3%, 0.5%, and 1.5%, respectively.
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We thus find strong evidence that superhot flares are pref-
erentially associated with PMS stars undergoing substantial
accretion.

Disky stars that possess superhot flares, including accretors,
tend to have spectral types late K andM, corresponding to masses
M P1Y2 M�, while the majority of disk-free stars with superhot
flares are more massive, with spectral types early K through F
(Fig. 10b, thin dotted line). This latter group is not large: for
sources with known masses, 66% of the superhot flares are pro-
duced by stars with M < 1 M�, while only 15% are produced
by stars with M > 2M�. This can be attributed to the rarity of

intermediate-mass stars compared to lower mass stars in the ini-
tial mass function.11 The bottom line seems to be that in low-
mass stars (M < 1 M�), the appearance of superhot flares is
connected to the presence of active (accreting) disks; however,

TABLE 2

Summary of Flare Properties

Parameter

(1)

N

(2)

Flag

(3)

Min

(4)

Max

(5)

Median

(6)

Mean� SD

(7)

PK-S
(8)

Peak Flare Luminosity (erg s�1)

log (LX;pk) (all available) .......................................... 216 f 30.45 32.92 31.33 31:38� 0:51 . . .

log (LX;pk;NIRdisk) (NIR inner disk) .......................... 78 f 30.44 32.51 31.35 31:36� 0:46 . . .
log (LX;pk;noNIRdisk) (no NIR inner disk)................... 106 f 30.53 32.92 31.38 31:41� 0:52 0.9

log (LX;pk;MIRdisk) (MIR disk)................................... 89 f 30.49 32.51 31.27 31:32� 0:44 . . .

log (LX;pk;noMIRdisk) (no MIR disk) ........................... 60 f 30.57 32.77 31.38 31:40� 0:53 0.4

Peak Flare Temperature (MK)

Tpk (all available)...................................................... 216 f 19 700 63 141� 178 . . .

Tpk;NIRdisk (NIR inner disk) ...................................... 78 f 23 700 73 170� 209 . . .

Tpk;noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) .............................. 106 f 19 700 59 123� 153 0.5

Tpk;MIRdisk (MIR disk) .............................................. 89 f 19 700 84 181� 209 . . .

Tpk;noMIRdisk (no MIR disk)....................................... 60 f 20 600 57 102� 114 0.009

Inferred Loop Size (1010 cm)

L (all available)......................................................... 175 f 0.4 510 43 64� 70 . . .

LNIRdisk (NIR inner disk) .......................................... 59 f 4 420 43 60� 63 . . .
LnoNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) .................................. 89 f 6 510 43 67� 71 0.8

LMIRdisk (MIR disk) .................................................. 68 f 4 510 56 79� 86 . . .

LnoMIRdisk (no MIR disk)........................................... 54 f 0.4 300 37 54� 55 0.12

Ratio of Loop Size to Stellar Radius

L/R? (all available) ................................................... 147 f 0.03 45 2.4 4:4� 7:3 . . .

(L/R?)NIRdisk (NIR inner disk) .................................. 48 f 0.14 33 2.5 4:0� 5:1 . . .

(L/R?)noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) .......................... 81 f 0.2 46 2.4 4:6� 7:9 0.5

(L/R?)MIRdisk (MIR disk) .......................................... 52 f 0.4 46 3.0 5:9� 8:2 . . .

(L/R?)noMIRdisk (no MIR disk)................................... 47 f 0.03 29 1.8 2:9� 4:4 0.009

Ratio of Loop Size to Corotation Radius

L/Rcor (all available) ................................................. 81 f 0.007 5.4 0.51 0:73� 0:76 . . .
(L/Rcor)NIRdisk (NIR inner disk)................................ 18 f 0.08 1.3 0.51 0:54� 0:30 . . .

(L/Rcor)noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) ........................ 51 f 0.05 5.4 0.51 0:82� 0:88 0.15

(L/Rcor)MIRdisk (MIR disk) ........................................ 30 f 0.07 5.4 0.45 0:66� 0:94 . . .

(L/Rcor)noMIRdisk (no MIR disk) ................................ 33 f 0.007 2.4 0.69 0:78� 0:66 0.19

Ratio of Loop Size Plus Stellar Radius to Corotation Radius

(Lþ R?)/Rcor (all available)...................................... 81 f 0.16 5.5 0.72 0:98� 0:80 . . .

½(Lþ R?)/Rcor�NIRdisk (NIR inner disk)..................... 18 f 0.28 1.5 0.66 0:69� 0:32 . . .
½(Lþ R?)/Rcor�noNIRdisk (no NIR inner disk) ............. 51 f 0.16 5.5 0.88 1:11� 0:90 0.08

½(Lþ R?)/Rcor�MIRdisk (MIR disk) ............................. 30 f 0.24 5.49 0.62 0:81� 0:94 . . .

½(Lþ R?)/Rcor�noMIRdisk (no MIR disk) ..................... 33 f 0.18 3.11 0.98 1:14� 0:75 0.01

Notes.—Col. (1): Parameter name. For loop sizes, data provide a distribution of the mean value of the inferred loop size ranges. Col. (2): Number of
flares (Flag= f ; see Col. [3]) or sources (Flag=s) in a sample. Col. (3): Indicates whether this is a flare (‘‘f ’’) or source (‘‘s’’) sample. Cols. (4)Y (6): Min,
max, and median values for a considered quantity’s distribution, respectively. Col. (7): Mean and standard deviation for a considered quantity’s distribu-
tion. Col. (8): K-S probability for the assumption that distributions of a considered quantity in disky and disk-free stars are drawn from the same underlying
distribution.

11 Out of 161 COUP stars analyzed here, 83 have known masses of M <
1 M�, and 23 have masses of M > 2 M�. Out of 57 stars producing superhot
flares, 27 have known masses of M < 1 M�, and 7 have masses of M > 2 M�.
The fraction of low-mass superhot stars (27/83) is comparable to that of higher
mass stars (7/23).
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superhot flares may also arise in massive (M > 2M�) disk-free
stars.

6. MAGNETIC FIELD GEOMETRIES

Our analysis can provide indirect access to the geometry and
strength of the large-scale magnetic fields responsible for con-
fining the X-rayYemitting plasma during the bright PMS flares
studied here. As described in Paper I, the flare decay model gives
estimates of the flare plasma peak emission measure (EMpk), co-
ronal loop size (we use here the mean value of the size range, L),
and the plasma temperature (Tobs;pk). If we add an assumption
concerning the ratio of the cylindrical loop cross-sectional radius
to the loop length �, we can derive the plasma electron density ne
from the emission measure and loop length. The magnetic field
confining the plasma can then be estimated assuming pressure
equilibrium as

Beq ’ (8� ; 2ne kT
0
pk)

1=2; where ne ’ EMpk= 2�� 2L3
� �� �1=2

:

ð1Þ

Following past flare models, we adopt a 10 :1 cylindrical geom-
etry, � ¼ 0:1. Here, T 0

pk is the plasma temperature at the loop apex,
which is hotter than the observedX-ray temperature integrated over
the entire loop according toT

0
pk ¼ 0:068 ; T1:2

obs;pk, where both tem-
peratures are in units of K (Reale 2002; Favata et al. 2005).

Figure 11 shows the resulting inferred plasma densities
(Fig. 11a) andmagnetic field strengths (Fig. 11b) for all (147 of
the 162) flares with known loop sizes and stellar radii of their
host stars. Plasma density ne is anticorrelated with the loop size

L, as expected from equation (1); the gray line shows the relation
ne / L�3=2, as expected for constant emission measure and stel-
lar radius. Estimated plasma densities12 range from 4 ; 109 cm�3

for very large loop sizes (L � 10R?) to 1 ; 1012 cm�3 for small
loop sizes of LP 0:2R?.
Figure 11b plots the equilibrium magnetic field strengths ob-

tained from equation (1) of individual COUP flares against the
inferred flare loop lengths. However, the relationship betweenmag-
netic field strength and loop length is also a function of field ge-
ometry. The simplest geometry often assumed for PMS stars is a
dipole:

B ¼ Bph

(L=R? þ 1)3
; ð2Þ

where Bph is the photospheric magnetic field, which can be di-
rectlymeasured. Figure 11b shows these relations for several pho-
tospheric field strengths in the range 1Y6 kG, which is consistent
with measurements of Zeeman broadening and circular polari-
zation of PMS photospheric lines (Johns-Krull et al. 1999, 2007;
Symington et al. 2005; Donati et al. 2007).

Fig. 10.—(a) Cumulative distributions of flare peak temperature for all 216 flares (solid gray line), 89 flares fromMIR disk stars (solid black line), 60 from disk-free
stars (dotted line), and 17 from high accretors (dashed line). (b) Mass-stratified cumulative distributions of flare peak temperature for 57 flares fromMIR disk stars with
M < 2M� (thick solid line), 38 from disk-free stars withM < 2M� (thick dotted line), 15 from high accretors withM < 2M� (thick dashed line), 8 fromMIR disk stars
with M > 2 M� (thin solid line), and 12 from disk-free stars with M > 2 M� (thin dotted line). Insets indicate median values, and the K-S test probabilities compare
temperature distributions between nondisk stars and disk stars, and between nondisk stars and high accretors.

12 We note that the highest loop plasma densities derived here frommodeling
flare events are comparable to those high densities inferred from high-resolution
X-ray spectra that are usually attributed to shocks at the base of accretion streams
(e.g., Kastner et al. 2002; Schmitt et al. 2005; Drake et al. 2005; Argiroffi et al.
2007; Güdel & Telleschi 2007; Huenemoerder et al. 2007). This indicates that
plasma density alone may not be a reliable discriminant between flare and ac-
cretional X-rays.
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Figure 11b shows that for most of the flares, themagnetic fields
estimated assuming pressure equilibrium are consistent with the
assumptionof dipole geometry,withphotosphericmagnetic strengths
comparable to the observed values of 1Y6 kG. These include all
types of systems: disk-free stars (red circles), MIR disk stars (blue
circles), active accretors (green boxes), and higher mass stars
(black triangles). Thus, the majority of the flares from our flare
sample are associated with the extended, dipole-like loops, and,
as already discussed in Paper I, are different from the previously
reported smaller stellar flares, which take place in the complex
surface field regions likely making up the ‘‘characteristic’’ level
of X-ray emission.

However, about 40 flares have inferred field strengths too
strong for their inferred loop lengths and/or have loop lengths
too long for any realistic dipolemodel. Nearly all of these discrep-
ant flares have superhot peak temperatures (Fig. 11b, magenta
circles). If a dipolar topology and pressure equilibrium holds, the
implied surface magnetic field is tens of kG, which is far above
reasonable values.

This discrepancy cannot be fully explained by uncertainties in
inferred peak flare temperatures. Both Appendix B of Paper I and
the Appendix below provide detailed evidence that the existence
of superhot peak temperatures with Tobs;pk > 100MK, and often
>200MK, is reliable. The uncertainties of these superhot temper-
atures shown in Figure 15 of Paper I propagate into loop size un-
certainties of 40% and magnetic strength uncertainties of 10%.
The confidence regions of most superhot flares in Figure 11b thus
lie above the locus of dipolar fields with photospheric strengths
of Bph � 10 kG.

As discussed in x 5, superhot flares appear to be associatedwith
the presence of a disk and high accretion. We thus emerge with
evidence for anomalous magnetic fields associated with accreting

PMS stars. Superhot flares typically arise in large coronal loops
L/R?k 2, but still inside the corotation radius. In x 7.1, we spec-
ulate that such anomalous fields may result from the distortion of
magnetic topologies or the thickening of magnetic loops by the
process of accretion.

7. DISCUSSION

7.1. Does Flaring Occur in Star-Disk Magnetic Fields?

The first result we encounter in this study is negative: disks
appear to have no effects on flare morphology, timescales, or en-
ergetics (xx 3.1Y3.2). This is not a trivial finding; there is no
reason to believe that flares arising in field lines attached to the
inner rim of the circumstellar disk would have the same power,
plasma properties, and temporal evolution as flares from mag-
netic loops anchored in the stellar surface. Reconnection in star-
disk loops can occur in several ways: by magnetic interactions
between star and disk fields near the corotation radius (Hayashi
et al. 1996), by stochastic fluctuations in the accretion rate near
the corotation radius (Shu et al. 1997), or by twisting of star-disk
loops from stars slightly out of corotation with their disks (Birk
et al. 2000; Montmerle et al. 2000). Isobe et al. (2003) calculated
the hydrodynamical response of cool plasma to a sudden re-
connection event in the middle of a 1 ; 1012 cm star-disk loop.
They found that the shock reaches both the stellar and disk sur-
faces in 1Y2 hr, with bulk plasma motions sometimes exceed-
ing 1000 km s�1. Temperatures quickly reach 50Y100 MK, but
the rise in emission measure sometimes appears slower and less
regular than in typical solar-type flares. These might be classified
as SRTF or double flares. Remarkably, Isobe et al. find that the
entirety of the inner-disk gas can be vaporized by powerful re-
connection events.

Fig. 11.—(a) Estimated plasma density at flare peak and (b) magnetic field from pressure equipartition plotted against inferred loop sizes scaled to stellar radii.
Symbols discriminate subsamples: MIR disk stars (blue circles), no MIR disk stars (red crosses), uncertain MIR disk stars (gray circles), high-accretion stars with
EW(Ca ii) < �28 (green squares), massesM > 2M� (black triangles), and superhot flares with Tobs;pk > 100MK (magenta circles in panel b). In panel a, the dashed
gray line indicates ne / L�3=2. In panel b, the cyan curves represent loci of photospheric dipolar magnetic fieldsBph ¼ (1; 3; 6) kG (solid lines) and (10; 50) kG (dashed lines).
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Thus, although SRTF and double flares conceivably could arise
exclusively in star-disk loops, our results indicate that this is not
the case. Instead, we find that all flare morphological types occur
equally in both disk-free and disky systems, with similar lumi-
nosity and duration distributions. We therefore conclude that all
flare types likely arise in traditional solar-type magnetic loops,
where both footpoints are rooted in the stellar surface. This idea is
supported by the similarity of COUPflaring statistics and plasma
elemental abundance anomalies to those seen in older magnet-
ically active stars (Wolk et al. 2005; Maggio et al. 2007; Stelzer
et al. 2007). Figure 11 in Paper I shows that step and double
flares are commonly seen in the contemporary Sun, often be-
cause of a triggered reconnection or a reheating event. Slow-rise
top-flat flares may be similar to other flares, with reconnection
sequentially progressing along multiple magnetic arcades. Thus,
all types of COUP flares may arise from solar-type magnetic
morphologies.

However, the solar-type flare analogy to powerful, long-lasting
COUP flares faces a challenge. Jardine & Unruh (1999) have
raised the issue that very large magnetic loops anchored to rap-
idly rotating stars may be destroyedwhen the centrifugal force of
their confined plasma exceeds the weakening magnetic tension
in the outer part of the loop. Favata et al. (2005) considered this
instability to be a strong argument in favor of attaching long loops
to the circumstellar disks. We tentatively conclude from our find-
ings that, while this centrifugal force might break some magnetic
loops, others survive to produce the observed powerful flares in
disk-free, rapidly rotating COUP stars.

There is one flare parameter that is linked to the presence of a
disk: flares on Class II and high-accretion stars have systemati-
cally hotter peak flare temperatures (x 5 and Table 2). This may
point to star-disk reconnection as modeled by Isobe et al. (2003),
where temperatures of 100 MK are easily achieved. Additional
calculations should be made to establish the conditions where
peak temperatures of 200 MK or more occur. However, it is also
possible that these higher temperatures are a by-product of sys-
tematically higher surface magnetic fields in Class II systems,
which would be capable of confining hotter plasmas. Younger
systems might have stronger fields due to vigorous dynamo pre-
cesses (Browning 2008), a primordial field component (Johns-
Krull 2007), and/or accretional processes (Bessolaz et al. 2008).
Hotter peak temperatures could be a by-product of the magneto-
spheric compression by disks discussed in x 7.2 or of atypical
coronal loop geometries with larger aspect ratios than typical of
solar coronal loops (�30:1). Rare examples of such ‘‘thick’’
stellar coronal loops are reported in the literature; for example,
the AB Dor 29 flare of 1997 November has an estimated � � 1
(Maggio et al. 2000; Reale 2007). We conclude that the corre-
lation between peak flare temperature and disks is an interesting
new result, but does not appear to have a unique explanation, and
does not clarify whether or not reconnection occurs in star-disk
field lines.

7.2. Magnetospheric Truncation by a Disk

Our second observational result is positive: the COUP flares
provide the first direct evidence that the magnetic loops of pow-
erful X-ray PMS flares can exceed the stellar corotation radius in
disk-free stars, but do not exceed the corotation radius in disky
stars (Figs. 6Y8). This finding is presented visually in Figure 12,
which shows with realistic relative scaling the largest inferred
X-ray coronal extents for Class II and Class III stars. The high-
order multipolar component of the magnetic field is expected to
dominate at the stellar surface, but to fall off rapidly with height,

leaving the dipolar component dominant at distances above a
couple of stellar radii (Fig. 15 in Donati et al. 2007; Donati et al.
2008). Figure 12 also shows schematically a compression and
distortion of magnetic field lines by the accretion disk. More
realistic field configurations with both accreting field lines and
coronal loops are calculated by Jardine et al. (2006) and Long
et al. (2007).
For a T Tauri star with radius of �2 R� and a mass of

�0.5M�, the typical large flaringmagnetic loops are roughly the
same as for the disk classes with L/R? � 5. However, due to the
strong rotational acceleration experienced after the disks are gone,
the corotation radii shrink so that loops that were formerly (L þ
R?)/Rcor P1 during their disky phase are often 1P (Lþ R?)/
Rcor P 2 during their disk-free phase. Table 1 shows that, as stars
evolved from Class II to Class III phases, the average corotation
radii decreased from Rcor � 7R? to �3R? due to a shorten-
ing of the average rotation periods from P � 9 days to �3 days.
There are three independent supporting lines of evidence sug-

gesting that long-loop structures can be present in magnetically
active stars when disks are not present.

1. Even the relatively inactive Sun has helmet-like X-ray
streamers that reach up tok0.5 R� above the photosphere. These
occur in the subclass of the solar long-decay events (LDEs). The
analogies between solar LDEs and COUP bright X-ray flares are
discussed in Paper I and in x 7.3 below.
2. Mullan et al. (2006) have carefully compared the loop sizes

inferred from 106 flares studied with the EUVE satellite from
33 magnetically active main-sequence stars, including members
of RS CVn binaries and dMe stars. They find that stars with
B� V < 1:4 (hotter thanM0) generally have loop lengths L/R? <
0:5, while stars with B� V > 1:4 (cooler thanM0) often exhibit
loop lengths L/R? � 1:0Y1:5.
3. Radio VLBI studies have shown that magnetospheres likely

extend several stellar radii in very active stars, and are filled with
transrelativistic electrons emitting gyrosynchrotron radiation. This
is indicated by VLBI imaging of the RS CVn binary systems
UXAri HR 1099 and HR 5110, and the dMe stars YY Gem and
UVCet (Lang 1994; Alef et al. 1997; Benz et al. 1998; Franciosini
et al. 1999; Ransom et al. 2002, 2003). While none of these sys-
tems showed loops larger than�2 times the photospheric radius,
recent VLBI mapping of the nearby disk-free PMS binary system
V773 Tau reveals radio structures extraordinarily far from the
component stars. Their elongated magnetospheres resemble huge
solar helmet streamers extending ’20R?, yet they are still an-
chored to the stellar surface (Massi et al. 2008).

As PMS stars lie at the extreme high-luminosity end of the
1010 range of correlated X-ray and radio luminosities (the Benz-
Güdel relation; see Fig. 6 in Güdel 2002), it is reasonable that
they also have the largest flare loop sizes. While the typical large
coronal structures we find from COUP X-ray flares are �5 times
the stellar radius, even larger structures are found in some cases.
These magnetic structures must extend significantly beyond the
corotation surface, implying that the loop magnetic fields are, at
least temporarily, capable of withstanding both the thermal pres-
sure of the confined hot gas and the effect of centrifugal forces
(Jardine & Unruh 1999).
Our finding that the coronal structures in more slowly rotating

Class II stars do not exceed their corotation surface agrees well
with the T Tauri coronalmodels of Jardine et al. (2006). Combin-
ing average COUP levels of X-ray emission with optical-band
measurements of multipolar surface magnetic fields and magnetic
circumstellar disks, they calculate self-consistent three-dimensional
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force-free field configurations. Their model emerges with a com-
plicated combination of closed loops confining X-rayYemitting
plasma and open field lines available for accreting cool disk
material or releasing a high-velocity wind (see also Lovelace et al.
1995; Long et al. 2007). In the model of Jardine et al. (2006),
X-ray coronal extents for disk-free PMS stars reach (1.5Y2.5)Rcor,
precisely the range we find in the current work (Figs. 6Y8). The
centrifugal stripping of the coronal outer parts proposed for rap-
idly rotatingmain-sequence stars (such asVXR45,with a rotation
period around 0.2 days; Jardine 2004), is apparently unimportant
for relatively slowly rotating T Tauri stars.

We thus find that, while flare properties are mostly similar
in Class II and Class III stars (x 7.1), some differences are found.
X-ray coronal structures on Class II stars are, on average, some-
what larger and more likely to produce superhot flares. This sug-
gests that the magnetic fields on accreting Class II stars may have
distorted magnetic topologies, as Jardine et al. (2006) predict.
We discuss this further in x 7.4.

7.3. Comparison with Solar Long-Decay Events

It is reasonable to propose that the majority of the bright, long,
X-ray flares detected from Orion T Tauri stars are enhanced an-

alogs of eruptive solar flare events classified as LDEs (Kahler
1977). The Skylab, SMM, and Yohkoh space observatories show
that these flares produce X-rayYemitting arches and streamers with
altitudes reaching up to several ; 1010 cm (k0.2 R�; Švestka et al.
1995, 1997; Fárnik et al. 1996). The X-ray streamers of 1992
January 24, which reached up to Lk 0:5 R� in altitude (Hiei
1994, 1997), are representative of magnetic structures emerging
from solar LDEs (see inset in Fig. 12). The X-ray light curves of
LDE flares last from a few hours to 1 day, a duration similar to
that of the COUP flares studied here (see Fig. 14 in Paper I for
two examples).

The origin of giant solar X-rayYemitting arches and streamers
is not well understood. The most widely accepted model is that
the impulsive flare near the solar surface (LP 10�2 R�) blows
open the overlying large-scalemagnetic fieldwith subsequent re-
connection of magnetic lines through a vertical current sheet. This
model was developed overmany years (e.g., Sturrock 1966; Kopp
& Pneuman 1976; Forbes & Acton 1996), and is reviewed by
Priest & Forbes (2002). Peak observed temperatures in giant solar
arches and streamers are typically of several tok10 MK, with a
wide range of plasma densities. For example, the 1992 January 24
event showed a relatively low densityP108 cm�3, while the 1993

Fig. 12.—Typical sizes of the largest X-rayYemitting magnetic structures, assuming a dipolar geometry (hatched area) for Class II and Class III T Tauri stars.
Relative sizes are shown to scale for typical stars. The inset shows the X-ray image of the Sun, both to scale and (for clarity) expanded by a factor of 4, with large helmet-
like X-ray streamers (1992 January 24 flare; Yohkoh SXT).
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March 15 event showed densitiesk1010 cm�3 (Getman & Livshitz
1999, 2000). Recall, however, that the peak luminosities and to-
tal energies of these solar flares are far below those we are study-
ing in COUP stars, roughly E � 1030Y1031 ergs versus E �
1035Y1037 ergs in the X-ray band integrated over the flare.

Confining a solar flare plasma with neP108 cm�3 and peak
temperatures T P10 MK requires a local field strength exceed-
ing 1 G. In the solar corona, the dipole component appears to be-
come dominant at 2.5 R� (Luhmann et al. 1998), and the Sun’s
magnetic dipole field, which is only �1 G at the surface, likely
fallsP0.1G at this distance. Small-scalemultipolar fields in active
regions have surface strengths around 1000 G, but these quickly
decay at large distances. Thus, the solar fields are too weak to con-
fine X-rayYemitting plasma at distances comparable to or exceed-
ing the solar radius. The large-scalemagnetic field of T Tauri stars
must thus be far stronger than in the Sun, as argued by Jardine
et al. (2006) and others (xx 7.2, 7.4), and can sustain giant X-ray
arches and streamers with sizes L/R? � 1Y10. The recent reported
discovery that two solar-type radio-flaring streamers in the young
binary system V773 Tau A reached altitudes of >20R? but were
apparently anchored at the surface of their host star (Massi et al.
2008) further strengthens the idea of strong, large-scale magnetic
fields and giant, X-rayYemitting flaring structures anchored at
the stellar surface of T Tauri stars.

We recall in this context our tentative finding (limited by small
samples to a low statistical significance) that flares in accreting
systems are systematically shorter than in other systems (x 3.2).
If this is true, it might be that high accretion may prevent very
long lasting flares. In order to have relatively long-lasting flare
events, magnetic stresses must build up over an extended time,
storingmagnetic energy accumulated from shearing and twisting
of magnetic field lines. A similar process occurs in two-ribbon
solar flares (Priest & Forbes 2002), although with much lower
total energies. The magnetic field must be stable in order to store
large stresses. It is possible that the process of accretion destabi-
lizes the field, preventing the accumulation of magnetic stresses
and forcing shorter flares.

We thus suggest that systematically shorter flare durations due
to disruptedmagnetic field configurationsmay be responsible for
the well-established reduction in time-integrated X-ray luminos-
ities of accreting PMS stars compared to nonaccreting stars. This
interpretation is different from past explanations. Preibisch et al.
(2005) suggested thatX-ray emission fromaccretors is suppressed
because it cannot arise in magnetic field lines that are mass loaded
with diskmaterial. Jardine et al. (2006) argued that the outer mag-
netosphere of accretors is stripped by interaction with the disk.
Gregory et al. (2007) proposed that soft X-ray emission is at-
tenuated by dense material in accretion columns. The true cause
of the reduced X-ray emission of Class II systems is thus still
uncertain.

7.4. Anomalous Superhot Flares in Accreting Stars

Wedescribed in x 5 and in Paper I a significant subset of COUP
flares exhibiting peak temperatures exceeding 100MK,with some
apparently exceeding 200 MK. These temperatures are hotter
than any solar flare plasma, and hotter than nearly all reported
stellar flares. The only comparable event we have identified is
the T > 180 MK plasma temperature in the 2005 December 16
flare in the RS CVn system II Peg using the hard X-ray detector
(designed for gamma-ray burst discovery) on board the Swift
satellite (Osten et al. 2007). While the calibration of Chandra
ACIS median energies to plasma temperatures above�100 MK
is not precise, we argue inAppendix B of Paper I and theAppendix

below that these events are indeed hotter than other flares in the
sample.
While the superhot flare phenomenonmay havemore than one

cause, the clearest relation is to active accretion in lower mass
PMS stars. These are systems where the stellar radius is small,
and the stellar magnetosphere appears truncated by the inner disk
at the corotation radius (x 7.2). We show in x 6 that these tem-
peratures are too hot to be explained by standard dipolar fields
rooted in the stellar surface. We speculate in x 7.1 that these con-
ditions lead to a compression and intensification of field strength
in the outer regions of the loop, where the observed X-ray emis-
sion originates. This might lead tomore violent reconnection and
successful confinement of higher pressure plasmas. This inter-
pretation qualitatively agrees with recent MHD computations of
accretion funnels through PMS magnetospheres, where distor-
tion of initially dipolar field lines is predicted (Jardine et al.
2006; Bessolaz et al. 2008; Romanova et al. 2008). Other ex-
planations, such as reconnection in disk-derived fields (e.g.,
Hayashi et al. 1996), seem less attractive given the similarity of
superhot and normal-temperature flares in other respects (e.g.,
flare morphology and energetics).

8. CONCLUSIONS

We examine here empirical relationships between magnetic
reconnection flares, protoplanetary disks, and accretion. The cur-
rent work provides detailed flare modeling of a much larger data
set than previously available: we consider 216 bright X-ray flares
from 161 PMS stars observed during the 13 day COUP exposure
of the Orion Nebula. Our sample is larger because, as described
in Paper I, we use data analysis techniques that permit modeling
of fainter flares than feasible with traditional parametric mod-
eling of variableChandraACIS spectra. We thus have an oppor-
tunity to uncover more subtle relationships between flaring, disks,
and accretion than was previously possible. The main results of
our study are as follows.

1. Perhaps with the exception of the Chandra study of NGC
2264, where classical T Tauri stars are seen to be more variable
than weak T Tauri stars (Flaccomio et al. 2006), past studies us-
ing smaller samples have not found differences in flare statistics
or properties as a function of PMS evolutionary state or mass.
AccretingClass II systems appeared to flare in the sameway as non-
accreting Class III systems (e.g., Stelzer et al. 2000, 2007;Wolk
et al. 2005; Favata et al. 2005). We confirm here that Class II and
Class III systems produceX-ray flareswith indistinguishablemor-
phologies. Typical fast-rise slow-decay flares, composite step and
double flares, and the unusual slow-rise top-flat flares are present
in both classes. We have no clear evidence for distinctive flare
types emerging from star-disk magnetic field lines. Accretion
variations producing optical band variations are not associated
with X-ray flares (Stassun et al. 2006). Accretion and magnetic
flaring thus appear to be unrelated, even though the theory of
PMS accretion involves magnetic truncation of disks and mag-
netic funneling of disk material onto the stellar surface. The COUP
PMS flares are consistent with solar-type magnetic structures with
both footpoints anchored in the stellar surface. Many may rep-
resent analogues of amuch less powerful class of solar flares known
as long-duration events, which produce giant coronal arches and
X-ray streamers.
2. A distinct difference is found in the distribution of loop sizes.

We find that X-ray coronal extents in rapidly rotating Class III
stars sometimes exceed the Keplerian corotation radius, whereas
X-ray magnetospheres in Class II stars appear to be truncated at
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the inner edge of accreting protoplanetary disks. This directly
supports theoretical models of magnetically mediated accretion,
magnetic star-disk rotational coupling, and disk confinement of
PMS magnetospheres.

3. A related but statistically less secure result is that flares
from high-accretion Class II stars have somewhat shorter dura-
tions and weaker total X-ray energies than Class III flares. This
might reflect the destabilization of magnetic arcades in accreting
systems, and could account for the reduction of time-averaged
X-ray luminosities in Class II compared to Class III populations
noted in previous studies.

4. A subclass of superhot flares with peak plasma tempera-
tures greater than 100 MK is noted for the first time. These are
inconsistent with formation in normal dipolar magnetic loops at-
tached to the stellar surface, and appear preferentially in accreting
Class II systems. They may reflect compression and distortion of

the large-scale magnetospheric topology by star-disk magnetic
interactions, as predicted by recent theoretical calculations.
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APPENDIX

SUPERHOT FLARES

It is difficult to accurately determine temperatures of thermal componentsk100MK fromChandraACIS spectra. To ensure that peak
temperatures of Tobs;pk > 100 MK do indeed describe the hottest flare plasmas observed in our sample, we describe checks that have
been performed beyond the analysis of Appendix B of Paper I.

For each of the 216 COUP flares treated here, a spectrum was extracted within the total time range ½tCare1 � tCare2�. Spectra were fitted
with a WABS ; MEKAL model (for compatibility with Getman et al. 2005) with 0.3 ; solar elemental abundances, and allowing both
temperature and column density to be free parameters. The following confirmatory results are obtained. First, for the majority of the
flares, the X-ray column densities obtained from the integrated flare spectral fits are in excellent agreement with the source column
densities obtained from the full COUP observation by Getman et al. (2005), which we used as fixed parameters during our flare analysis
(see also Fig. 16 in Paper I). Second, out of the 73 flares with peak flare temperatures Tobs;pk > 100 MK, only 8 (11%) have integrated
flare spectral fits TCare < 40MK, while 80% of the flares with Tobs;pk < 100MK have TCare < 40MK (Fig. 13). This confirms a distinct
difference between superhot and ordinary flares. Third, high-accretion stars13 have the largest fraction of reported superhot flares: out of
a total of 17 flares, nine have peak temperatures Tobs;pk > 100MK, and another three have temperatures close to 100MK. This confirms
the discussion in x 5 that high accretors preferentially exhibit superhot flares.

Figure 14 further illustrates spectral differences between superhot (Tobs;pk > 100 MK) and ordinary flares. To avoid possible con-
founding effects of differing absorptions, flare histories, and disk properties, we extract the spectrum within a brief 6 ks interval around

Fig. 13.—For all 216 COUP flares, comparison of the flare peak temperature fromMASME analysis (Paper I ) with the temperature derived from the spectral fit of
the integrated flare spectrum. The horizontal and vertical dashed lines show 100 MK and 40 MK, respectively.

13 The 12 high-accretion stars with EW(Ca ii) < �2 8 are COUP 11, 66, 141, 567, 579, 1044, 1045, 1080, 1096, 1335, 1409, and 1444.
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the flare peak for all MIR disk sources in the narrow interval 21:5 cm�2 < log NH < 22 cm�2. The figure compares combined flare peak
spectra for sources with ordinary (Fig. 14a) and superhot flares (Fig. 14b). Merging these spectra to improve statistical accuracy, the
best-fit model parameters of the composite 6 ks spectra areNH ¼ 4:8þ0:5

�0:5 ; 10
21 cm�2 and kT ¼ 5:5þ1:0

�0:8 keV for the ordinary flares, and
NH ¼ 6:6þ0:6

�0:7 ; 10
21 cm�2 and kT ¼ 15:2þ12:1

�3:6 keV for the superhot flares. The composite spectrum of superhot flares cannot be de-
scribed by ordinary flare models (compare the black and green lines in Fig. 14b). This again demonstrates that superhot flares are the
hottest flares of our sample.
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